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Sea-level change along the Italian coast is the sum of eustatic, glacio-hydro-isostatic, and tectonic factors. The first is global and time-dependent while the latter two also vary with location. The glacio-hydro-isostatic component 
has been recently predicted and compared with field data at sites not affected by significant tectonic processes (Lambeck et al., 2004).With the aims of estimating the coastal tectonic movements along the Italian coastline, we 
combine published and new radiometric radiocarbon dates from materials that can be well connected with the Holocene relative sea level using geomorphological markers as core stratigraphy, terraces, tidal notches, beachrocks, 
and presently submerged archaeological markers (docks, piers, quarries, thumbs, pavements, fishtanks).

LONG TERM UPLIFT RATE : last 10 ka

Rates of Holocene tectonic uplifts were 
calculated comparing the observed data with 
the predicted local sea level curves generated 
from the Lambeck isostatic model (Lambeck et 
al., 2004). Results show that many sites in 
central Italy, Sardinia and NW Sicily are 
stable,  (or slowly subsiding for coastal 
isostatic movements); on the contrary, many 
places in southern Italy (Southern Calabria
and NE Sicily) are uplifting at rates larger that 
2 mm/yr or (NE Italy) are subsiding at rates of 
about 1 mm/yr. The uplift rates are highest at 
St. Alessio (close to Taormina, Sicily, 2.4 
mm/yr) and Scilla (southwestern Calabria, 2.2 
mm/yr), areas on opposite sides of the 
Messina Straits (Antonioli et al., in print). We 
also provide data from Pozzuoli (Campania) 
and Pantelleria (Sicily, Bonaccorso et al., 
2005) where the high deformation rates are 
related to volcanic phenomena.

LONG TERM UPLIFT RATE : 125.000 
years

Coastal uplift rate calculated from
markers of the Last Interglacial high-
stand, Ferranti et al 2006, Q.Int. 
Southern Italy Holocene uplift rates are 
increasing when compared with the long-
term uplift rates calculated from the MIS 
5.5 highstand (Ferranti et al., 2006). On 
the contrary in NE Italy, tectonic 
subsidence (subtracting the anthropic
component) shows a slow-down when 
compared with long-term data.
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MARKERS (connected with sea level)

•Submerged speleothems, 
•Core, 
•Fossil beach,
•Dendropoma reef, 
•Beach-rock, 
•Archaeological remains
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It is our aim to compare the late Holocene tectonic rates with instrumental values retrieved from a number of different sources. We select two different coastal areas, which is Trieste (subsidence) and the Messina Straits 
(uplift). Presently the data sets that are at our hands are inhomogeneous, either because the parameters have not been measured or due to our present data availability. This makes a direct comparison of results between the 
two areas very difficult. Our working hypothesis is that the geologically determined movement rates should be observed also presently, as the geologic rates represent average persistent values. In the case that the rates do 
not correspond to the instrumental values, the differences must be explained by instrumental direct or indirect (environmental noise) effects, anthropogenic effects, short-term tectonic effects (seismic cycle). The Trieste area 
is considered to be aseismic, the seismic band being located some tens of km to the East, bordering the  Adria plate. The Messina Straits is one of the most active seismic areas of Italy, and here discrepancies are liable to be 
found due to fault movements. For the greater Trieste area, we consider up to 100 years of tide gauge measurements (PSMSL), 40 years of tilt measurements, 50 years of repeated leveling measurements, and 13 years of 
satellite altimeter data (Topex/Poseidon), four years of GPS data. For the Messina Straits we use satellite altimeter data and tide gauge observations (PSMSL and APAT), the only data at our hands presently. For the Trieste 
area we find a partial agreement with the results predicted from the geology. The longest-term observations (tide gauge, tilt, levelling) reveal that there are considerable changes in the calculated rates in the time interval 
considered, which makes it questionable to define one single rate value. There is though a general agreement with the subsidence and its northerly decrease in magnitude. The results on crustal vertical movement which 
stem from the comparison of satellite altimetric observations and the tide gauge measurements are controversial, which could be due to the relatively short time period available or the spatial variations of sea level change in 
the Adriatic, poorly resolved by the satellite tracks. For the Messina Straits the tide gauge data show the pre-co-and post-seismic crustal movement tied to the 1908 Messina seismic event. Furthermore the tide-gauges 
confirm an uplift rate of the coast of the order of 2 mm/yr. Joint analysis of tide gauge and satellite altimetric data agree to the fact that the coast is uplifting, although the shortness of the common data series makes a linear 
interpolation of the yearly varying sea-level observations of little statistically weight.We conclude that there is general agreement with the geologic and instrumental observations, when the direction of the crustal movement 
is considered. 

Based on a digital terrain model (DEM with 20 m cell
resolution), with the aim to assess the risk of sea
coastal flooding in Italy, an ENEA research
highlighted the presence of 33 areas that currently lie
at 0 m respect the present sea level, these coastal
plains are potentially at flooding risk. All 33 resulting
coastal planes exhibit also areas at -0.5-3 m below the 
present sea level. In order to provide data to support
policy makers, eustatic, isostatic and tectonic
relative movements will be calculated, taking also in 
consideration the future greenhouse effect
acceleration and the natural coastal assessment for
sea level rise.
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Data Data availableavailable: : 
NeNe--ItalyItaly: : TideTide gaugesgauges: 100 : 100 ysys --
Tilt: 40 Tilt: 40 ysys -- LevelingLeveling (IGM): 50 (IGM): 50 ysys
-- TopexTopex//PoseidonPoseidon: 13 : 13 ysys --
ContinuousContinuous GPS: 4 GPS: 4 ysys..
IntegratedIntegrated Model: Adria Model: Adria plateplate in in 
collisioncollision withwith EurasianEurasian plateplate. . 
SubsidenceSubsidence in Friuli in Friuli planeplane. Istria: . Istria: 
stablestable coastcoast. . 
MessinaMessina--StraitsStraits: : tidetide gaugesgauges 20 20 
ysys-- TopexTopex//PoseidonPoseidon: 13 : 13 ysys..

Long base tilt on Trieste karst
indicates NW ward tilt, compatible

with long term geologic
movements

Venice and Trieste seem subsiding relative to
stable Istria promontory. Data: Permanent 

Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL).
Low pass filter, 12 months cut-off period.

Topex/Poseidon: Pass 161 (2002-2005), (TU Delft, RADS).
Problematic result: Tide gauge has unexpected smaller
increase. Reliabilityof T/P is questionable: shortness of 

observation of T/P, shallow waters in upper Adriatic
. 

Messina Devastating seismic event
28 December, 1908, I0=XI MKS.  Presesimic uplift, coseismic

and postseismic subsidence. Green: Messina tide gauge
record Blue: Palermo tide gauge record. Red: residual: 

Messina relative to Palermo tide gauge

Catania and Reggio Calabria tide
gauges compared to Genova. 

PSMSL data base. 

GPS station velocities in mm/yr relative to station 
TRIE (Trieste). Blue: vertical rates, black: 

horizontal rates. 
Result: Friuli plain subsiding, pedemountain area 
uplifting. Friuli plane and Trieste belong to Adria 

plate, in relative movement to Eurasia.

Catania tide gauge (APAT) compared to Topex-Poseidon
Altimeter. Shortness of records limits reliability of vertical

crustal movement.

Vertical movement rates (mm/yr) from leveling
along coast (location see map). Subsidence is

stable in time, and some variation in magnitude
along line. Data: Istituto Geografico Militare.


